Not All Molestation is Sexual
All cops are molesters. Not all of them are necessarily sexual predators.
Sure, that Oklahoma cop who was raping women he pulled over was a sexual molester. So
were those New York City cops who raped the girl then tried to say it was consensual. And
the Texas cops who “searched for drugs” inside the woman’s vagina after she was pulled
over. And… well, I could go on with thousands of examples. Probably not all cops have
sexually molested people, but all cops are molesters. Worse, they are paid stolen money to
molest people.
Your “polite” neighbors believe cops have a legitimate function: to molest bad guys by
stopping them from hurting people or violating property. And if they actually did that
without molesting the rest of us, I wouldn’t be completely against policing. But they don’t–
because they can’t. Molestation is built into the “job” and is a result of every encounter
with them.
“Molest” simply means “to bother, interfere with, or annoy“. You can do that non-sexually.
And that is most deﬁnitely what cops do. Cops are molesters. Not every cop is molesting
at every moment, but all cops molest or they get ﬁred for “not doing their job”.
Traﬃc stops are molestation.
Drug “arrests” are molestation.
Weapon “arrests” are molestation.
Property code enforcement is molestation.
“Checkpoints” are molestation.
Having a cop driving down the road behind you is molestation, because it is a threat to
your life, liberty, and property.
A cop walking up to you and demanding ID is molesting you.
Add that word to your toolkit of descriptors for police oﬃcers, along with “pig”*,
badgescum”, “jabbut” (JBT/jack-booted thug), “reaver”, “Blue Line Gang member”, “Popo”,
“Hero”, “Registered Liberty Oﬀender”, “Barney”, etc.
When you see a cop, think “Molester”.
* I don’t like calling cops “pigs”, because pigs are intelligent, sensitive, useful animals of
value. Totally unlike cops.

